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120 Bobbles Hat 

 By Katarzyna Barańska  

Little bit slouchy hat, with 120 very easy made bobbles and nice lace 
pattern. You can made this with any DK yarn, and easy complete in few 
hours. 
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120 Bobbles Hat 

Materials: 
Any DK yarn, I used Rozetti First Class (50% merino/50 % microfibra; 115 m per 50 g skein); color 

mustard; 2 skeins 

Size: 

One 

Recommended needle size: 

 1 US #4/3.5mm double-point needles OR longer circular for magic loop method 

 1 US #6/4mm double-point needles OR longer circular for magic loop method 

Gauge: 
Who cares? But, OK, rows 1-12 of lace pattern produces about 5cm/2”, ribbing not included in this 

measuring. 

Abbreviations: 
K- knit 

P- Purl 

M1P- Make 1 stitch: Insert left needle, from front to back, under strand of yarn which runs between 

last stitch on left needle and first stitch on right needle; PURL  this stitch through back loop. 

SSK- slip 2 stitches as if to knit, then knit those 2 stitches together 

K(P)2tog- knit (purl) 2 sts together 

MB- Make Bobble- knit in the front and back of stitch 2 times, slip 4 sts. you just made back to left  

needle, do NOT turn, pull  yarn tightly in back of work (like working i- cord) and knit 4, one more time 

slip them back to left needle and knit 4, pass 3 knitted sts over first, one at the time- now you should 

have 1 stitch on right needle 

2x2 rib in rounds:( K2, P2) to end of round. It’ s important to start rib from K2. 

YO yarn over 
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Lace/bobble pattern rows 1-12: 

Round 1: [(K2 tog, YO, K4) (P1, MB, P1)] 10 times. 

Round 2 and all even: (K6, P3) 10 times. 

Round 3: [( K2, YO, SSK, K2) (P3)] 10 times. 

Round 5: [(K3, YO, SSK, K1) (P1, MB, P1)] 10 times. 

Round 7: [( K4, YO, SSK) (P3)] 10 times. 

Round 9: [(K2, K2 tog, YO, K2) (P1, MB, P1)] 10 times. 

Round 11: [(K1, K2 tog, YO, K3) (P3)] 10 times. 

Schematic: 
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Directions: 
● Using US #4/3.5mm needle, CO 80 sts. Place marker and join to work in the round, being careful 

not to twist. 

● Work in 2x2 rib for 9 rounds. 

● Next row (increasing)- (K2, P2, K2, P1, M1P, P1) 10 times- 90 sts 

● Change to US #6/4mm needle, and work in lace/bobble pattern for 4 repeats. 

Note: If You want less slouchy hat You can do only 3 repeats. 

● Decreasing:  

Round 1: (K2 tog, K4, P2tog, P1) 10 times- 70 sts. 

Round 2: (K5, P2) 10 times 

Round 3: (K1, SSK, K2, P2 tog) 10 times- 50 sts. 

Round 4: (K4, P1) 10 times 

Round 5: (K1, SSK, K1, P1) 10 times- 40 sts. 

● Finishing: 40 sts remain. Break yarn, leaving tail. Thread tail through remaining sts and fasten off 

inside hat. Weave in ends. Block, if You want. 

 


